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Ward secondary schools  
in Mvomero 

Introduction 

Mvomero District is located in the North of the Morogoro region and is adminis-
tratively divided into seventeen wards. The name Mvomero is drawn from the 
name of the famous Mvomero River which passes through the district. The origin 
of the name Mvomero is from the word ‘vomea’ which means sinking. The dis-
trict occupies a total of 7,325 square kilometres. For the case of secondary educa-
tion development, in 2009 Mvomero District managed to have a total of twenty 
ward secondary schools (see Appendix 2). Every ward in the district has a secon-
dary school. Some wards, for example, Mtibwa, Diongoya and Mvomero have 
two secondary schools each (Mvomero District Council 2009).  

For the purpose of understanding of the effects of the centralised teacher re-
cruitment in ward secondary schools in Mvomero District within the context of 
education decentralisation in Tanzania, Kipera and Melela secondary schools 
were selected as case studies. 

Kipera secondary school 

Background information 
The local leaders in Mlali ward initiated the idea to construct a secondary school 
in their area much earlier before the government directive requiring each ward to 
have one in the early 2000s. According to the acting ward executive officer in the 
interview:  
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Since 1994 we thought that it is high time we should find our own solution to the problem of 
lack of secondary education opportunities to our children. It has been common to most of our 
children to remain at home after completing their primary education regardless of their per-
formance. (Acting WEO, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

Despite the fact that the local idea on the construction of secondary school 
preceded the government directive, it is reported from the interview (with the 
acting WEO) and focus group discussions (with four WDC members) that the 
result of the local initiative was realised in 2005, eleven years after its concep-
tion. During the interview, the acting ward executive officer provided the follow-
ing views:  

Although the local leaders had the common agreement on where to construct the secondary 
school, the local communities in the villages (Kipera, Pekomisegese, Manza, Mongwe, 
Homboza and Mlali) did not have the consensus on this. The communities in each village, 
regardless of its location in relation to others and its topographical characteristics in relation 
to whether it is feasible to house the project given its urgency, preferred the local school to 
be located in their area. (Acting WEO, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

Finally, the local leaders decided to locate the local school in Kipera village. 
This decision was defended by the acting ward executive officer during the inter-
view, when he stated that:  

This is due to the advantages Kipera has when compared to other villages. Kipera is en-
dowed with the supportive infrastructures for the development and sustainability of a social 
service delivery facility for the whole ward. Kipera has the transport service connecting it to 
Morogoro town and the headquarters of Mvomero District. The village is almost located at 
the centre of the ward and is easily reached from other villages. (Acting WEO, Mlali ward: 
April 2009) 

From the focus group discussions with four WDC members, it is reported that 
the majority of the local communities especially those from other villages apart 
from Kipera were not pleased with the local leaders’ decision. Hence one WDC 
member noted that:  

The unilateral decision on local school location was not supported by the local communities 
in other villages and it acted as a force behind the slow pace in the construction process. 
(WDC member 2, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

The situation changed later in the 2000s and the local communities improved 
their participation in the construction process. According to one WDC member in 
the focus group discussions:  

When the government made mandatory for the wards to have a stake in the secondary educa-
tion service delivery in the early 2000s, that is the point the local communities improved 
their level of support. (WDC member 3, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

In terms of its location in the Morogoro region, Kipera secondary school is 
situated in the rural area of Mvomero District, about 30 kilometers, South of 
Morogoro town, along the Mzumbe – Mgeta road (Mvomero District Council 
2009). 
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Decentralising secondary education to the local community 
The local communities in Mlali ward participate in the secondary education de-
velopment programme in their own way. On this, the acting WEO in the inter-
view elaborated as follows:  

We have a plan to facilitate the involvement of the communities from the villages. In our 
plan, we have agreed to divide responsibilities according to the clusters of villages. In this 
system, we have formed three working groups. Each group is made up of two villages (Mlali 
and Mongwe; Kipera and Pekomisegese; and Homboza and Manza) (Acting WEO, Mlali 
ward: April 2009).  

From the focus group discussions, the participants (WDC members) high-
lighted their obligations in the formed work groups. One WDC member indicated 
that:  

Each ‘work group’ has the responsibility of organising and mobilising the communities in 
the villages to contribute labour, materials (bricks, stones and sand) and the limited financial 
contributions required to perform their part of responsibility. (WDC member 1, Mlali ward: 
April 2009) 

Although each work group has some obligations to fulfil, most of the financial 
obligations in the construction of the school infrastructures are met by the ward 
itself. During the focus group discussions, One WDC member stated that:  

We are both the main centre and the market for most of the agricultural products from within 
and other wards situated in the southern part of our district. We collect revenue (levies/taxes) 
from the agricultural products brought to our two big markets in the villages of Mlali and 
Kipera. (WDC Member 3, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

In the interview, the acting ward executive officer provided the additional in-
formation about the source of revenue which the ward has. The acting WEO said 
that:  

Our ward possesses a good landscape which has attracted some telecommunication compa-
nies to install their signal towers. We have negotiated with them and have signed the con-
tracts for leasing some parts of land to them. In these contracts they are required to pay the 
annual fees. (Acting WEO, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

Despite having some arrangements and plans on the way the activities in the 
wards should be pursued, the direction of the local affairs in terms of what is ac-
tually done at a particular time seems to be centrally determined. In the focus 
group discussions, one WDC member reflected on this tendency and noted that:  

Most of the decisions about what the local communities are supposed to do come from 
above. (WDC member 4, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

In a way of elaborating the views given by a colleague, another WDC member 
in the focus group discussions said that:  

Even at the beginning of this year (2009), we got the instructions from the council that we 
should prepare our school for the advanced level studies by constructing two classrooms. 
(WDC member 1, Mlali ward: April 2009) 
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In concluding the discussions on the way the local affairs seems to be con-
trolled by the central authorities, one WDC member stated that:  

The act doesn’t make us to be enthusiastic and sometimes we have the feeling that the gov-
ernment is demanding too much and pressing us hard. (WDC member 3, Mlali ward: April 
2009) 

In relation to the feelings of the WDC members as they have been provided in 
the focus group discussions, the position of the council is as explained by one 
council education official in the interview as follows:  

We can’t let them implement any plan which is not stipulated in the 2005 election manifesto 
(the manifesto of the ruling party). All instructions on what should be done must aim at ful-
filling what is in it. (District education coordinator, Mvomero: May 2008) 

Regarding the academic affairs, it is reported from the focus group discussions 
that there is limited local involvement. For instance, one WDC member noted 
that:  

We feel that the academic affairs, for example, whether the students get adequate learning, 
are the concern of the school administration, the teachers, the school board and the higher 
authorities. (WDC member 2, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

In one of the interviews conducted in the local school, one board member 
showed the extent to which the local community has limited involvement in the 
school academic affairs. The board member stated that:  

I do believe that at least the school board can be an instrument through which the communi-
ties can have the platform for the representation in the academic matters of school. Unfortu-
nately eleven out of the thirteen board members in this school stay outside the ward. The 
chairman and other eight members are from another district and two members are from the 
neighbouring ward … Actually, the majority of the members lack the direct contact with the 
common people in the ward. (Board member, Kipera secondary school: April 2009) 

 
Working as a teacher in the ward secondary school 
The shortage of staff houses is the first challenge that the teachers posted to work 
in Kipera secondary school have to deal with. During the interview, the school 
administrator provided that:  

Our school has only one staff house and the nearby place where at least houses to rent are 
available is Changarawe village. If one fails to secure a house at Changarawe then the option 
is to go as far as Morogoro town. Whether it is Changarawe or Morogoro town in terms of 
the place where we secure houses to rent, the issue of daily travelling to and from school is 
inevitable. (School administrator, Kipera secondary school: April 2009) 

As a way of dealing with the immediate challenge which confronts the teach-
ers on their arrival in the local school, it appears that they have in place some 
mechanisms to reduce the impact of the challenge at least in the short term. In the 
interview, the school administrator stated that:  
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We have in place the procedure and the culture of assisting the new teachers, who are posted 
to work here, once in their first appointment. We give them the financial support in the form 
of interest free loan ranging from 30,000 to 50,000 Tanzanian shillings, and the condition is 
to repay the loan within three months. Also we have the arrangement to voluntarily attach 
them (new teachers) to the existing ones for sometimes. We do this as a way of providing the 
new teachers with temporary accommodation and encouraging them to stay and work in our 
school so that they never find the environment as hostile and unwelcoming. During this mo-
ment, they (new teachers) are assisted to find the appropriate houses to rent. (School admin-
istrator, Kipera secondary school: April 2009) 

From the focus group discussions with four teachers, it seems the teachers re-
gard each other as comrades and they feel obliged to assist one another. One 
teacher provided that:  

We have instituted an open dialogue where we have the opportunity to share our views and 
listen to one another. The open dialogue is scheduled on each Monday afternoon after the 
class sessions. At these moments we meet informally to deliberate on various issues ranging 
from work related to social ones. (Teacher 1, Kipera secondary school: April 2009) 

In the same focus group discussions, another teacher provided that:  

We have an informal programme to help each other in case of need, for instance sickness or 
even death. The programme does not require any one to provide the regular and periodic 
contributions. It only becomes operational when the need occurs. (Teacher 2, Kipera secon-
dary school: April 2009) 

Regarding relationship at the ward level, there is somehow ‘a social distance’ 
between the members of the school community (teachers and their administra-
tion) and the communities in the villages around. According to the acting WEO 
in the interview:  

The fact that almost all teachers do not stay in the villages (ward) denies them the opportu-
nity to develop the close social interaction with the local communities. Even the choice of 
the members of the school board marginalises the involvement of the indigenous people in 
the management of school, and contributes to drifting apart the relationship between the two 
groups. (Acting WEO, Mlali ward: April 2009) 

 
Internal operations and education provision 
The staff report (2009) shows that Kipera secondary school has a total of five 
teachers including the head teacher. The distribution of teachers in the subjects is 
structured in such away that the practice of teaching in the local school is inter-
nally organised in the manner that each of the four qualified teachers is responsi-
ble for one subject (in one of these subjects: mathematics, biology, English and 
geography). The rest of the subjects (history, chemistry, physics, civics and 
Kiswahili) do not have the professional teachers (see Table 7.1). 

In the interview, the school administrator claimed that the shortage of teachers 
experienced by the local school is the factor that limits the teachers from fulfill-
ing their teaching obligations effectively. The school administrator said that:  
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Table 7.1 Teaching in Kipera secondary school 
Identity Sex Subjects trained  Subject teaching No. of  
    subjects  

Teacher A Male History and Geography School administrator None 
Teacher 1 Male Physics and Mathematics Mathematics 1 
Teacher 2 Male Biology and Chemistry Biology 1 
Teacher 3 Female English and History English 1 
Teacher 4 Male Biology and Geography Geography 1 
Source: Kipera secondary school (2009b) Staff Report 

 
 

Although each teacher is trained to teach two specific subjects, our situation does not provide 
the opportunity for that. We have agreed that each one of us must be responsible for only one 
subject in all four forms. The emphasis on teaching is to form two and four to prepare them 
for the national examinations. (School administrator, Kipera secondary school: April 2009) 

In relation to the partial fulfilment of the teaching obligations in the local 
school, the teachers who participated in the focus group discussions considered 
that what they performed was above their abilities. For example, one teacher 
commented that 

… each one of us teaches the subject to all four forms with a total of sixteen streams, we 
really consider to have already offered ourselves more than enough. This also includes pro-
viding the continuous assessments to all 586 students … (Teacher 2, Kipera secondary 
school: April 2009) 

Although the internal re-organisation seems to allow the available teachers to 
perform some level of their teaching obligations, it is reported from the interview 
that the school administration has made some initiatives to deal with this state of 
teacher inadequacy. According to the school administrator in the interview:  

Despite the fact that our attempts to get teachers from MoEVT have not yet materialized, we 
still feel duly obliged to do something on this issue. We definitely know that the school cal-
endar does not stop or stands still and waits for us to get teachers. The dates are moving and 
the (national) examinations are coming closer and closer. The students need to be prepared 
well in advance for that. We, in the administration, must think what to do on this issue in the 
short term. Any shortcoming in the long run is always thrown to us. It is my feeling that we 
have to work on this as soon as possible … In February 2009 with the permission of the 
school board, we decided to engage two temporary teachers (form six leavers) to assist in 
teaching Chemistry and Physics subjects respectively. (School administrator, Kipera secon-
dary school: April 2009) 

However there is a challenge associated with engaging the temporary teachers 
(untrained individuals). According the proceedings of the staff meeting held in 
April 2009, it is reported that:  

The practice of teaching by the temporary teachers is biased to certain topics which they pre-
fer ... Also these teachers do not adequately complete the topics before starting the new one. 
Always they rush to the new topics before checking whether students have understood the 
current one … (Kipera secondary school, proceedings of staff meeting, 16 April 2009a) 
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As a measure to deal with the challenge of employing the untrained teachers, 
the following recommendation was made in the staff meeting held in April 2009:  

The school administration should pay the engaged teachers on the basis of the topics com-
pleted, but they are now required to prepare their teaching plans (schedules) first and after 
completing each topic it is mandatory for them to submit the notes to the administration be-
fore starting the new one. (Kipera secondary school, proceedings of staff meeting, 16 April 
2009) 

 
Summary 
The single subject teaching practice is the modality in which the teachers deliver 
the education service in Kipera secondary school. Given the severe shortage of 
teachers, the concentration is on few subjects targeting those forms which are 
prepared for the national examinations. To fulfil its teaching obligations, the lo-
cal school has to depend on the untrained teachers. But such teachers have some 
weaknesses as they lack the professional abilities to work effectively. Being a 
teacher in Kipera secondary school subjects one to the locally established system 
of interdependence. 

Melela secondary school 

Background information 
Melela secondary school is located along the Iringa road (southern highway) ap-
proximately 40 kilometres from Morogoro town in Mvomero District. The local 
school was established in the place of the abandoned infrastructures of what used 
to be the camp site of the company which constructed the part of the Iringa road 
in the mid 1990s (Mvomero District Council 2009). However its operation has 
never been straightforward. According to the school administrator in the inter-
view:  

The school was opened in 1997 but it was later closed in 2001 due to the major weakness in 
its infrastructures. At the time of its opening the school completely lacked the infrastructures 
for water supply and sanitation. The whole school situation was considered to be dangerous 
for the wellbeing of both students and teachers. Then the Ministry of Education decided to 
suspend its operation until when the situation is fixed. (School administrator, Melela secon-
dary school: June 2009) 

In the interview, the school administrator noted that Melela secondary school 
was re-opened in 2005, but still the local school has some problems. The school 
administrator elaborated as follows:  

Of course the school resumed its operations after the period of four years. Until now, it still 
needs the major improvements in terms of the infrastructural development, ranging from 
houses for teachers, offices, water supply, conference hall and classrooms. (School adminis-
trator, Melela secondary school: June 2009) 
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Decentralising secondary education to the local community 
The local communities in the ward are predominantly mixed farmers. They en-
gage in both farming and the keeping of livestock (Mvomero District Council 
2009). Given its socio-economic set up, it is reported from both the focus group 
discussions (with four WDC members) and the interview (with the acting WEO) 
that the local community in the ward seems to be less enthusiastic about secon-
dary education. For instance, in the focus group discussions, one WDC member 
had the opinion that:  

In the villages around there is a number of prosperous individuals who do not have the sec-
ondary education qualification and yet have even managed to possess livestock and valuable 
assets. (WDC member 3, Melela ward: May 2009) 

During the interview, the acting ward executive officer had the following to 
say:  

To the majority of the members of the local community, primary education is enough, going 
beyond is the wastage of time and resources. The children after completing standard seven 
(primary education) are regarded as the potential labourers who should assist their parents in 
both ‘shamba’ work and taking care of the livestock. (Acting WEO, Melela ward: May 
2009) 

Given the attitude of the local community on how they appear to perceive the 
value of secondary education and the nature of their activities, it is likely that the 
challenges are inevitable in the efforts to have their active involvement in the 
secondary education development programme. For example, during the focus 
group discussions with four WDC members, one WDC member provided that:  

The members of the local community are fully engaged throughout the year. They normally 
rotate from their farming and livestock keeping duties. In fact they hardly have the spare 
time for other activities. (WDC member 1, Melela ward: May 2009) 

In the interview, the acting ward executive officer echoed the views of the lo-
cal community on their involvement in the secondary education development 
programme in the ward. The acting WEO pointed out that:  

The majority of the indigenous people do it to please the authorities. They do not want to be 
viewed as the ones who oppose the government decisions. There are a lot of go slows. Even 
there are some occasions whereby the parents do not feel obliged to encourage their children 
to attend school. (Acting WEO, Melela ward: May 2009) 

 
Local support for education service provision 
Generally the local community’s support for the academic matters of the local 
school in the ward is claimed to be low. Melela secondary school academic de-
velopment report (2007) shows that the important initiatives with the intention of 
improving the academic affairs, such as extending the teaching sessions in the 
classes which are due for the national examinations, were not realised due to the 
lack of support on the part of the local community in the ward. The report pro-
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vides that ‘the members of the local community lack motivation towards their 
secondary school’ (Melela secondary school academic development report, De-
cember 2007). The similar picture is portrayed by the 2008 school development 
report as follows:  

Lack of cooperation from the local community towards the academic affairs is the main 
problem the school encounters. The parents generally fail to honour their obligations. More 
than 50 percent of the students have not paid their school fees and other academic contribu-
tions in this academic year … (Melela secondary school academic development report, De-
cember 2008a) 

Regarding the support from the local community, the school administration in 
the interview provided his experience as follows:  

From January to May 2009, only 20 percent of the students have paid their school fees and 
respective academic contributions. Our strategy to temporarily send home the students as a 
means to remind the concerned members of the community to fulfil their obligations doesn’t 
work. Instead the measure increases the rate of student absenteeism. (School administrator, 
Melela secondary school: June 2009) 

The failure on the part of the school administration to direct certain affairs in 
the local school seems to indicate the limit of its ability to sanction the local 
community for the compliance. Thus, the acting WEO in the interview noted 
that:  

Those in higher authorities contribute to this situation. In case the school administrators do 
not collect the school fees, the higher authorities regard it as negligence. Once they institute 
certain mechanism to remind the parents to pay, the same authorities rebuke them and state 
that no one should be sent home for failure to pay the school fees and other contributions ... 
(Acting WEO, Melela ward: May 2009) 

 
Working as a teacher in the ward secondary school 
The location of local school in the ward poses the challenge of accommodation to 
its teachers, among others. The school administrator in the interview had the 
opinion that:  

Being a converted camp site our school is isolated and located far from the populated (resi-
dential) areas in the ward. Its location plus having inadequate houses for teachers make us to 
end up sharing three houses we have. (School administrator, Melela secondary school: June 
2009) 

Given this situation, it seems that the teachers and the members of the school 
administration have developed some ways for coping with it. According to the 
school administrator in the interview:  

… we have to support each other in whatever happens. We need to work here to sustain our 
lives … being mutual allies is inevitable … (School administrator, Melela secondary school: 
June 2009) 
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From the focus group discussions with four teachers, it is reported that the 
teachers in the local school have developed some mechanisms for cooperation. In 
elaborating on this, one teacher said that:  

We have decided to reorganise ourselves in accordance with the existing circumstance and 
have started living as a commune. We who share a house plan collectively our budgets. 
(Teacher 2, Melela secondary school: June 2009) 

In supporting what the fellow teacher said, another teacher in the focus group 
discussions added the following views:  

For our survival we have invented a sort of social fund which takes the form of rotating the 
fixed amount of contributions. In every month one of us gets a certain amount of funds con-
tributed by others. We call the practice ‘the monthly fund rotation system.’ (Teacher 1, Me-
lela secondary school: June 2009) 

To some extent the location of the local school has an effect on the relation-
ships between the teachers and the rest of communities in the ward. According to 
the school administrator in the interview:  

It does not provide the appropriate opportunity for the frequent interaction between the 
teachers and the local community. (School administrator, Melela secondary school: June 
2009) 

Asides from the challenge associated with the school location, the members of 
the school community seem to suggest that they are in a difficult environment 
and hence they need to allow some level of flexibility in the way rules are ap-
plied. For example, during the interview, the school administrator had the follow-
ing views:  

It is not feasible in our environment to read and implement the rules as they are. We do not 
have a shop close to our school. In case we need important items we have to travel several 
kilometers from the school premises. Even water supply is a major problem here; sometimes 
it may take up to two hours to bring home a bucket of water. (School administrator, Melela 
secondary school: June 2009) 

The aimed flexibility in the application of the rules has an effect on the general 
practice of teaching in the local school. One teacher in the focus group discus-
sions had the following comment:  

Some teachers just leave their class sessions and attend their personal matters. It doesn’t mat-
ter whether the issues are urgent or not … Teaching is turned into being a secondary activity 
… (Teacher 1, Melela secondary school: June 2009)  

 
Initiative to forge relationships in the ward 
Although many times, the school administration has been enthusiastic about cre-
ating the close ties with the local community, it is reported from the interview 
that its efforts seem to have been fruitless. According to the school administrator 
in the interview:  
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Since 2006 we have been trying to organise some sort of familiarisation meetings and have 
the special day for parents in our school. We want the forum where we can discuss the aca-
demic development of our school. But we have ended up achieving nothing. We planned to 
have the parents’ day in March 2009, but only ten parents out of the expected one hundred 
and twenty appeared. But the only moment the local community comes to school adhering to 
the call and time is when they have the obligations to fulfil under the secondary education 
development programme. They know exactly that the failure to attend and implement their 
portion of the responsibilities will mean being fined on the spot or even taken to the ward 
tribunal. (School administrator, Melela secondary school: June 2009) 

 
Internal operations and education provision  
The staff report (2009) shows that Melela secondary school has eight teachers 
including the school administrator (the head teacher). The 2009 students’ register 
shows that there are 477 students. That means Melela secondary school has the 
TSR of 1:60, which is twice more than the recommended standard TSR of 1:30 
in the secondary education development programme (United Republic of Tanza-
nia 2004a). The distribution of teachers in the subjects in the local school is in 
the following subjects: physics, biology, history, geography, Kiswahili, English  
 
 
Table 7.2 Teaching in Melela secondary school 

S/No Subject No. of teachers Observations 
    responsible 

 1 Mathematics 0 The physics teacher to cover up for this subject for  
    Form II and IV. 
 2 Chemistry 0 The biology teacher to cover up for this subject for  
    Form II and IV. 
 3 Physics 1 Concentration on teaching to Form II and Form IV  
    classes. 
 4 Biology 1 Concentration on teaching to Form II and Form IV  
    classes. 
 5 History 1 Concentration on teaching to Form II and Form IV  
    classes. 
 6 Geography 1 Concentration on teaching to Form II and Form IV  
    classes. 
 7 Kiswahili 2* One on administrative duties and the remained  
     taught  
    Form II and IV. 
 8 English 1 Concentration on teaching to Form II and Form IV  
    classes. 
 9 Civics 1 Concentration on teaching to Form II and Form IV  
    classes. 

 Total 8* The teachers who were available for teaching were  
    only seven (7). 
Source: Melela Secondary School Staff Report: 2009a, School Workload Report: 2009b 
* Subjects not offered. 
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and civic, each has one responsible teacher. Mathematics and Chemistry are sub-
jects without teachers (see Table 7.2) 

From the interviews and the focus group discussions, it is reported that the 
state of teacher inadequacy seems to disturb the actual teaching practice in the 
local school. The school administrator in the interview stated that:  

… we only perform what we can manage … and leave what we cannot as they are … 
(School administrator, Melela secondary school: June 2009) 

During the focus group discussions, the teachers believed that the shortage of 
teachers in the local school presented them with challenges in their teaching prac-
tice. For instance, one teacher had the opinion that:  

… in a situation like this … the proper teaching becomes difficult … and almost all the sub-
jects offered in the school are only partially attended by the available teachers … (Teacher 2, 
Melela secondary school: June 2009) 

In the same line of argument, another teacher in the focus group discussions 
noted that:  

… the whole teaching in our school is in the dilemmas since the important activities accom-
panying it such as the provision of the adequate assignments, marking and making the ap-
propriate follow up to the students are not properly performed … (Teacher 1, Melela secon-
dary school: June 2009) 

Although the subjects such as mathematics and chemistry are considered to be 
without the responsible teachers, the local school has managed to have its own 
plan regarding the teaching of the two subjects. In relation to this, the school ad-
ministrator in the interview provided that:  

We have the arrangement to ensure that mathematics and chemistry are taught by the teach-
ers responsible for physics and biology respectively to ‘the special classes’ (form two and 
four) to prepare them for the national examinations. (School administrator, Melela secondary 
school: June 2009) 

 
Unanswered requests from the local school 
It is reported that the local school has been working on the challenge of teacher 
inadequacy since its re-opening in 2005. But it seems that its efforts have ended 
up in vain, as it was noted by the school administration in the interview, when he 
stated that:  

In most cases, the government remains silent, no response, no communication … we never 
get any teacher. (School administrator, Melela secondary school: June 2009) 

The tendency for the continued unanswered requests for teachers seems to 
have resulted in the practice of teaching biased to certain ‘special’ forms in the 
local school. The resolution of the staff meeting held in January 2008 provides 
that:  
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The few available teachers need to join their efforts and concentrate on teaching the special 
classes (form two and four). The two forms need special attention. They are ‘critical’ and 
their performance in the national examinations draws the attention of many people even 
those beyond the borders of the ward and its villages (Kibaoni, Kololo, Mlandizi and Man-
gae). (Melela secondary school, proceedings of staff meeting: January 2008b) 

In relation to the biased teaching practice, the school administrator in the in-
terview had the following to say:  

The teaching practice will continue, unless the government increases the number of teachers 
we have. If we decide to teach subjects in all forms, surely the teaching day will be con-
cluded beyond the official working hours. So who will do that? (School administrator, Me-
lela secondary school: June 2009) 

The teachers who participated in the focus group discussions viewed the bi-
ased teaching practice as the means to enable them to have some relaxation. For 
example, one teacher noted that:  

… it, at least, helps us to release the tension we had when we arrived here. (Teacher 2, Me-
lela secondary school: June 2009) 

But the teachers in the focus group discussions noted that the biased teaching 
practice did not mean completely rejection of the other classes (form one and 
three). One of them said that:  

We have the local agreement for having these forms learn some few subjects per week. But it 
depends on whether we have the spare time. (Teacher 4, Melela secondary school: June 
2009) 

 
Summary 
In Melela secondary school, each teacher teaches one subject. But in most cases 
the practice of teaching is confined to the special classes (form two and four) 
with the idea that they need special attention in order to prepare them for the na-
tional examinations. The conduct of teaching the ‘non special forms’ only hap-
pens when teachers have the time to do so. The flexibility in the application of 
the formal rules has the aim of motivating the teachers to continue being in the 
local school. Apart from sharing such facilities as staff houses, the teachers have 
the local system of helping each other. This system has imposed some obliga-
tions to the teachers in the local school. 
 
 




